
Princeton
Economic Discrimination
and Political Exchange
World Political Economy in the 1930s and 1980s
Kenneth A Oye

Did bilateral and regional bargaining choke off international commerce
and finance in the 1930s and prolong the Great Depression? And is the
open world economic system now being placed at risk by explicitly discrimina-
tory practices that erode respect for the GATT, the IMF and the IBRD? Most
political economists would answer in the affirmative, warning that bilateral
and regional preferences are at best inefficient and at worst catastrophic. By
contrast. Kenneth Oye shows how economic discrimination can foster interna-
tional economic openness by facilitating political exchange.
Princeton Studies in International History and Politics

John Lewis Gaddis. Jack L Snyder, and Richard H. Ullman, Editors

Cloth: S35.00 ISBN O49I-07849-I

A History of Marxian
Economics
Volume II, 1929-1990
M. C. Howard and J. E. King

This second volume completes a critical history of the social, political, and
theoretical forces behind Marxian economics—the only work in English to
offer such comprehensive treatment. Beginning with Marxian analyses of the
Great Depression and Stalinism, it explores the theories developed to explain
the ' long boom" in Western capitalism after the Second World War. The
book concludes with a review and evaluation of Marxian theory over the
whole period since Marx's death.
Praise for the first volume:

"Howard and King have done an excellent j o b . . . . One comes
away with the impression of Marxian economics being a vibrant sub-
ject, relevant to the problems of these times and useful in practical
matters."'—Meghnad Desai, The Times Higher Education Supplement
Paper: S19.95 ISBN 0-691 -00396-3 Cloth: S60.00 ISBN 0-691 -04303-5
Not available from Princeton in the United Kingdom

PRICES *RE IN US. DOLLARS • ORDER FROM YOUR BOOKSELLER OR FROM

Princeton University Press
1445 LOWER FERRY RD.. EWING, NJ 08618 U.SA
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Chicago
Strategic Factors in
Nineteenth Century
American Economic History
A Volume to Honor Robert W. Fogel
Edited by Claudia Goldin
and Hugh Rockoff
These sixteen essays offer new research on strategic
factors—labor, capital, and political structure—in the
development of the American economy in the nine-
teenth century.

Cloth $60.00 500pages
An NBER Conference Report

Property Rules
Political Economy in Chicago, 1833-1872

Robin L. Einhorn
"Through an innovative use of heretofore overlooked
tax records, Robin Einhom reinterprets the changing
meaning of public interest in nineteenth-century
Chicago. . . . Beautifully researched and carefully
argued." —Olivier Zunz, University of Virginia
Cloth $34.95 320pages

Capitalist
Development and
Democracy
Dietrich Rueschemeyer,
Evelyne Huber Stephens,
and John D. Stephens
"A fundamental contribution,
historical and comparative, to the
perhaps never so important ques-
tion of the interplay between capi-
talism and democracy. I cannot
exaggerate my admiration for this
book."-Guillermo O'Donnell,
University of Notre Dame

Paper $19.95 398pages
Cloth $45.00

Gaining Access
Congress and the Farm
Lobby, 1919-1981

John Mark Hansen
Through a comprehensive analysis
of American agricultural politics in
the last half century, Gaining Access
shows when, how, and why interest
groups gain and lose influence in
the policy deliberations of the
United States Congress.

Paper $15.95 280pages
doth $38.00

American Politics and Political
Economy series
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Inside the Business Enterprise
Historical Perspectives on the Use of Information

Edited by Peter Temin
This accessible volume, suitable for course use, forges an innovative link between modern
economic theory and recent business history. Contributors examine the internal workings of
the American firm and its genesis in the Gilded Age.
Paper $14.95 272pages
Cloth $43.00

An NBER Conference Report

NOW IN PAPER

Long-Term Factors in American
Economic Growth
Edited by Stanley L. Engerman
and Robert E. Gallman
"A 'must have' in the library of the serious economic historian." —Samuel Bostaph,
Southern Economic Journal
Paper $29.95 900pages

NBER Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 51

IfiTou're So Smart
The Narrative of Economic Expertise

Donald N. McCloskey
"Mr. McCloskey is more interesting on an uninspired day than most of his peers can
manage at their very best." —Peter Passell, New York Times
Paper $9.95 192pages

Politics of Knowledge
The Carnegie Corporation, Philanthropy, and Public Policy

Ellen Condliffe Lagemann
Lagemann's lively history focuses on how foundations quietly but effectively use power
and private money to influence public policies. "Deserves hearty praise."—John H. Stanfield II,
American Journal of Sociology
Paper $16.95 364pages

Fifty Tears of Economic Measurement
The Jubilee of the Conference on Research in Income and Wealth

Edited by Ernst R. Berndt and Jack E. Triplett
Leading researchers address a broad range of theoretical and applied topics in the
important field of economic measurement.
Paper $22.50 464pages

The University of Chicago Press
5801 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago, IL 60637
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Cambridge University Press
Yankee Merchants and the
Making of the Urban West
The Rise and Fall of Antebellum
St. Louis
Jeffrey S. Adler
In 1850 St. Louis was the commercial capital of
the West, but by 1860 Chicago had become the
great metropolis of the region. This book explains
the rapid ascent and the abrupt collapse of the
Missouri city, devoting particular attention to
the ways in which northeastern merchants
fueled the rise of St. Louis, and analyzing the
influence of national politics on urbanization.
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Modem History
41284-6 Hardcover $42.50

Two new volumes in
Studies in Monetary and
Financial History...

The Credit-Anstalt Crisis
of 1931
Aurel Schubert
In 1931 the largest bank in Central and
Eastern Europe, the Viennese Credit-
Anstalt, collapsed and led Europe and
the world into a financial panic. This
book analyzes the crisis and identifies its
causes, examines the market's efficiency
in predicting events, analyzes how the
crisis was transmitted to the real sector,
and studies the behavior of the Austrian
as well as international authorities as
lenders of last resort.
Studies in Monetary and Financial History
36537-6 Hardcover $54.95

The Strategy and
Consistency of Federal
Reserve Monetary Policy,
1924-1933
David C. Wheelock
This book examines the policy strategy
developed by the Federal Reserve during
the 1920s and considers whether its
continued use could explain the Fed's
failure to respond vigorously to the
depression. It also studies the effects on
policy of the institutional changes
occurring prior to the depression.
Studies in Monetary and Financial History
39155-5 Hardcover $39.95

Now in paperback...

Technology and the Pursuit of
Economic Growth
David Mowery and Nathan Rosenberg
' 'The book is full of interesting things for any
economist who believes technical change is
important, and who wants to understand how
it comes about within the changing U.S. and
international context... it does a fine job of pre-
senting the understanding of technical change
and the institutions supporting it that increas-
ingly is shared among economists who have
studied these issues in detail, an understand-
ing that is significantly different in important
respects from conventional wisdom among lay
persons, and even among economists."

—Richard R. Nelson,
Journal of Economic Literature

38033-2 Hardcover $32.50/38936-4 Paper $14.95

Innovation as a Social Process
Elihu Thomson and the Rise of
General Electric
W. Bernard Carlson
" . . . Bernard Carlson's detailed and thoughtful
study of Elihu Thomson provides information
and insights of immense value. He moves the art
of writing the biography of inventors a quantum
leap beyond sentimental heroic-inventor stories
and the dry skepticism of macroeconomic
monographs."

—Thomas P. Hughes, University of Pennsylvania
Studies in Economic History and Policy: The United
States in the Twentieth Century
39317-5 Hardcover $44.50

Business Organization and the
Myth of the Market Economy
William Lazonick
"Lazonick successfully marries economic
theory (especially the work of Marx, Marshall,
and Schumpeter) to the history of technology
and business organization as exemplified in die
books of David Landes and Alfred Chandler.
He then applies this blend of insights to contem-
porary issues of economic growth in Japan and
relative decline in Britain and America. The
result is a controversial but richly informative
analysis It is hard to think of another
scholar who could match the combination
of boldness, graceful writing, and intellectual
challenge that this book represents."

— Thomas K. McCraw, Harvard University
39419-8 Hardcover $39.95
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Cambridge University Press
The Politics of Privilege
Old Regime and Revolution in Lille
Gail Bossenga
This is the first study to examine in detail
the political and fiscal origins of the French
Revolution by means of sustained archival
research at the local level. In tracing the
unraveling of the old regime, the book also
discusses the structure of political power, the
growth of royal taxation, the reasons for the
monarchy's failure at reform, and the state's
regulation of the local economy.
39282-9 Hardcover $44.50

Eminent Economists
Their Life Philosophies
Michael Szenberg, Editor
"This book provides a rare opportunity to
sit down with an Arrow, a Samuelson, or a
Tinbergen and learn that there is more to
economics (and economists) than the world
of theorems and econometric models.
Michael Szenberg is to be congratulated for
making us privy to the life philosophies of
twenty-two of the world's most eminent
economists. This is recommended reading
for economists of all ages; it should be
required reading for those at early stages
of their careers."

— Victor R. Fuchs, Stanford University
This volume presents an intimate view of
the dominant economists of this century,
scholars whose work changed the direction
of the discipline. The contributors present
their life philosophies and reflect on their
conceptions of human nature, society, jus-
tice and the source of the creative impulse.
Contributors: Maurice Allais, Kenneth J.
Arrow, William J. Bautnol, Abram Bergson,
Kenneth E. Boulding, Karl Brunner, James M.
Buchanan, Gerard Debreu, EvseyD. Domar,
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen, Frank Hahn,
Charles P. Kindleberger, Lawrence R. Klein,
Richard A. Musgrave, Austin Robinson, Walt W.
Rostow, Paul A. Samuelson, Tibor Scitovsky,
Herbert A. Simon, Robert M. Solow,Jan
Tinbergen, Shigeto Tsuru.
38212-2 Hardcover $34.95

A Rural Society after the
Black Death
Essex 1350-1525
Larry Poos
This study of rural social structure seeks to under-
stand how, in the population collapse after the
Black Death (1348-1349), a particular economic
environment affected ordinary people's lives
in the areas of migration, marriage, and employ-
ment, and also contributed to patterns of
religious nonconformity, agrarian riots and
unrest, and even rural housing.
Cambridge Studies in Population, Economy and Society
in Past Time 18
38260-2 Hardcover $59.50

Finance and Financiers in
European History 1880-1960
Yves Cassis, Editor
In this major survey, a highly distinguished
team of contributors addresses the complex
and crucial role of finance in European history
during the period 1880-1960.
Contributors: K Cassis, Sidney Pollard, Dieter
Ziegler, P. L. Cottrell, Andre Gueslin, Richard Tilly,
Harold James, M. J. Daunton, Alain Plessis,
Dolores L. Augustine, Jose Harris, E. H. H. Green,
Hubert Bonin, Gerald D. Feldman, Jakob Tanner,
G. Kurgan Van Hentenryk, Mats Larsson, Hakan
Lindgren, Kathleen Burk, Hiroaki Yamazaki,
Geoffrey Jones, Mira Wilkens.
Copublished with the Maison des Sciences de I'Homme
40024-4 Hardcover $59.50

England and the German Hanse,
1157-1611
A Study of Their Trade and Commercial
Diplomacy
T. H. Lloyd
The German Hanse was the most successful
trade association of medieval and early modern
Europe. This, however, is the first study to be
devoted to relations between the Hanse and
England based on primary sources relating to
fluctuations in the volume and value of trade,
and the intensive political and diplomatic
bargaining between the two sides.
40442-8 Hardcover $79.95

Available in bookstores or write:

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211. Call toll-free 800-872-7423.

MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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J\. Measure
Of Wealth

The English Land Tax in Historical Analysis

D O N A L D E . G I N T E R
The land tax duplicates —
which ostensibly provide a
complete yearly inventory of all
landowners and tenants in
every county in the United
Kingdom, parish by parish —
are considered the most impor-
tant systematic documentation
available on British landed
society between the Domesday
Book of 1086 and the New
Domesday of 1873. In A

Measure of Wealth, Donald
Ginter launches a sweeping at-
tack — with devastating con-
clusions — on the previous
uses of the land tax duplicates
as the evidential base of many
of the leading questions in
modern British historiography:
the decline of the small land-
owner, the impact of enclosure,
and the study of wealth ine-
qualities.

744 pp 6 x 9 39 maps
Cloth ISBN 0-7735-0729-9
$75.00
World rights except UK, Europe,
Africa, and the Middle East

McGill-Queen's
University Press
3430 McTavish Street, Montreal,
Quebec H3A 1X9 Canada

N W M U

The Atlantic Slave Trade: Effects on Economies,
Societies, and Peoples in Africa, the Americas,
and Europe
Joseph E. Inikori and Stanley L. Engerman, editors

"This is cutting-edge, state of the art history-economics on the Atlantic
slave trade..."—Vernon Burton, University of Illinois 432 pages, paper
$14.95, library cloth edition $45.00

Not Slave, Not Free: The African American
Economic Experience Since the Civil War
Jay R. Mandle

"An original and substantial contribution to the economic history of
African Americans in the United States Excellent research produces
a fascinating and important perspective on the economic history of
African Americans since the Civil War."—Lou Ferleger, University of
Massachusetts 152 pages, paper $12.95, library cloth edition $29.95

Duke University Press Publisher of History of Political Economy
6697 College Station Durham, North Carolina 27708
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Chinese History
in Economic Perspective
Edited by THOMAS G. RAWSKI
and LILLIAN M. LI
While previous work has emphasized the
institutional and social bases of economic
change in China, these studies break new
ground by bringing Western economic
theory to the study of China's economy
since the seventeenth century.
Studies on China, $54.00 doth

The Magistrates Tael
Rationalizing Fiscal Reform in Eighteenth
Century Ch'ing China
By MADELEINE ZELIN
New in paperback—"A meticulous and, to the
specialist, wholly engrossing study of the
interconnections between imperial decision
making and the rural revenue collection
System." — New York Review of Books
"An essential reference."

—American Asian Review, $19.20 paper

Prices in U.S. dollars.

University of California Press
Berkeley Los Angeles New York Oxford

THE

ORIGINS

AMERICA^

This volume is the first to
collect James Henretta's

influential essays on critical
issues in American social

and economic history.
Ranging over rural and

urban communities from
New England to the
Chesapeake valley,

Henretta's essays reflect
his conviction that inequality

and conflict profoundly
influenced life in

early America.

$35.00 cloth

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY PRESS • BOSTON

J
Collected

M ES
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Turn to Cambridge
Managerial Dilemmas
The Political Economy of Hierarchy
Gary J. Miller
Organization theory literature tends to stress
either the importance of managerial leader-
ship and cooperation among employees, or
the engineering of incentive systems that
will induce efficiency, and profitability, by
rewarding worker self-interest. In this innova-
tive book, the author bridges the gap between
these literatures.
Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions
37281-X Hardcover $47.95

Wow in paperback ...

More Heat Than Light
Economics as Social Physics, Physics as
Nature's Economics
Philip Mirowski
" . . . a major contribution to twentieth cen-
tury literature in economic thought. It is des-
tined to become a classic and must be read
and reread." —Southern Economic Journal

". . . an excellent and enthralling volume,
written with great erudition and wit."

—-Review of Political Economy
Historical Perspectives on Modern Economics
35042-5 Hardcover $69.95 / 42689-8 Paper $19.95

Three Cheers for the
Unemployed
Government and Unemployment Before
the New Deal
Udo Sautter
This book describes the beginning and devel-
opment of unemployment reform until the
New Deal. By the time of the entry of the
United States into World War I reformist
thinking had devised the major instruments
that were later employed in dealing with
unemployment. At the eve of the New Deal a
well reasoned and experimentally tried group
of social instruments was available. The book
essentially refutes a social control explanation
for this process and stresses the progressive
motivation of the reformers involved.
40041-4 Hardcover $54.95

Chronic Inflation in an
Industrializing Economy
The Brazilian Experience
Vincent Parkin
Many middle income industrializing econo-
mies in Latin America are today beset by
price inflation at rates close to or exceeding
previous records. This book sets out to
explain the nature and causes of chronic infla-
tion in such economies by focusing on the
Brazilian experience since 1964.
37540-1 Hardcover $59.95

The Fruits of Revolution
Property Rights, Litigation and French
Agriculture, 1700-1860
Jean-Laurent Rosenthal
This book investigates two central issues in
French economic history: to what extent did
institutions hold back agricultural develop-
ment under the Old Regime, and did reforms
carried out during the French Revolution sig-
nificantly improve the structure of property
rights in agriculture?
Political Economy of Institutions and Decisions
39220-9 Hardcover $54.95

Methodological Foundations
of Macroeconomics: Keynes
and Lucas
Allessandro Vercelli
This book is an investigation of the methodo-
logical and epistemological foundations of
macroeconomic theory, based on an examina-
tion of the theories of Keynes and Lucas. The
author first discusses the metholological issues
that lie behind the conflict among different
schools of thought in macroeconomics. He
dien compares the two main alternative
research programs in macroeconomics: that
oulined by Keynes in his "General Theory,"
and that suggested by Lucas, the leader of the
new classical economists.
39294-2 Hardcover $54.95
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for Economic History
France's Overseas Frontier
The Departements et Territoires
d'Outre-mer
Robert Aldrich and John Connell
This book provides the first ever English-
language analysis of France's colonial rem-
nants, which are located from the tropics to
the poles, examining France's overseas hold-
ings in the context of France's colonial history
and contemporary politics.
39061-3 Hardcover $69.95

Income Distribution in
Historical Perspective
Y. S. Brenner, Hartmut Kaelble and
Mark Thomas, Editors
This book considers some of the central long-
term issues raised by the problem of income
distribution. The Kuznets curve and its rele-
vance is discussed in a wide-ranging series
of articles covering the British, Belgian,
German, Australian, Austrian and American
experiences.
Contributors: Jeffrey G Williamson, Johan Soderberg,
Peter Scholliers, RolfDumke, Michael Wagner, Ian W.
McLean, Peter H. Linden.
Copublbhed with the Maison des Sciences de
I'Homme
35647-4 Hardcover $49.50

Community, Trade, and
Networks
Southern Fujian Province from the Third to
the Thirteenth Centuries
Hugh R. Clark
The study traces the economic and demo-
graphic history of a corner of China's south-
east coast from the third to the thirteenth
centuries, looking at the relationship between
changes in the agrarian and urban economies
of the area and their connections to the
expanding role of domestic and foreign trade.
Cambridge Studies in Chinese History, Literature
and Institutions
39029-X Hardcover $65.00

A Community Transformed
The Manor and Liberty of Havering-atte-
Bower, 1500-1620
Marjorie Keniston Mclntosh
This book traces the changes that took place
between 1500-1620 in demographic pat-
terns, the economy, religion, social and cul-
tural forms, and local administration and law.
Abundant information on a wide range of
questions makes this the most complex and
richly drawn portrait of any English commu-
nity in the Tudor era.
Cambridge Studies in Population, Economy and
Society in Past Time 16
38142-8 Hardcover $69.50

The Political Economy of
Merchant Empires
State Power and World Trade, 1350-1750
James D. Tracy, Editor
The author focuses on why European con-
cerns eventually achieved dominance in
global trade in the period between 1450 and
1750, at the expense, especially in Asia, of
well-organized and well-financed rivals.
Contributors: James D. Tracy, Douglass C. North, M.
N. Pearson, Thomas A. Brady, Jr., Geoffrey Parker,
Anne Perotin-Dumon, Russel R Menard, Jacob M.
Price, Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Luis Felipe F. R.
Thomaz, Dennis O. Flynn, Josejabson de Andrade
Arruda, K. N. Chaudhuri.
41046-0 Hardcover $49.50

National Crisis and National
Government
British Politics, the Economy and Empire,
1926-1932
Philip Williamson
This book is the first to examine all aspects
of the crisis together and in depth using an
extensive range of official, institutional and
personal papers, demonstrating that a proper
understanding of economic and imperial poli-
cies requires a sophisticated grasp of political
processes.
36137-0 Hardcover $89.95

Available in bookstores or write:

CAMBRIDGE
UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011-4211.
Call toll-free 800-872-7423. MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
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ECONOMETRIC THEORY
Editor:
Peter C.B. Phillips, Cowles Foundation for
Research in Economics, Yale University

CAMBRIDGE
Journals

Econometric Theory is an international
quarterly journal dedicated to advancing
theoretical research in econometrics. The
journal provides an authoritative,
centralized, professional outlet for original
contributions in all of the major areas of
econometrics. As well as periodic book
reviews and articles that embody original
theoretical research, the journal publishes
historical studies on the evolution of
econometric thought and on major
scholars. Econometric Theory also serves
an educational role by the inclusion of an
on-going "Problems and Solutions" series
and by "ET Interviews" with pre-eminent
scholars in the field.

Recent articles include:

Estimation and Testing of Cointegrated
Systems by an Autoregressive
Approximation, by Pentti Saikkonen

Semiparametric Nonlinear Least-Squares
Estimation of Truncated Regression
Models, by Lung-Fei Lee

Econometric Theory (ISSN 0266-4666) is published
quarterly. Subscription to Volume 8 (1992):
institutions $139.00, individuals $75.00, single
issues $37.00.

Send orders to:

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
Journals Department
40 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011-4211

Outside the USA, Canada, and Mexico:
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
The Edinburgh Building
Shaftesbury Road
Cambridge CB2 2RU, England

JOURNALS LIBRARY
CHADWICK CAMPUS

FOR
REFERENCE

ONLY
Bolton Institute of
Higher Education
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